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We simulate four quantum error correcting codes under error models inspired by realistic noise
sources in near-term ion trap quantum computers: T2 dephasing, gate overrotation, and crosstalk.
We use this data to find preferred codes for given error parameters along with logical error biases
and a pseudothreshold which compares the physical and logical gate failure rates for a CNOT gate.
Using these results we conclude that Bacon-Shor-13 is the most promising near term candidate as
long as the impact of crosstalk can be mitigated through other means.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing experiments have already demon-
strated state stabilization [1–4], single-axis quantum er-
ror correction [5–10], multi-axis fault-tolerant quantum
error detection [11–13], and we expect to be implement-
ing full quantum error correction soon [14–17]. These
small quantum devices will be the predecessors to far
larger fault tolerant quantum computers which can run
interesting algorithms at high rates of success [18–21].
One of the first important uses of these new de-
vices will be to better understand the actual errors they
face [22, 23]. This information will be used to find opti-
mally performing codes and decoders for the error model
of a given architecture, leading to improved logical per-
formance. With this goal in mind, we study the per-
formance of four [[9,1,3]] quantum error-correcting codes
under a set of error models that are common to ion trap
quantum computing systems. The codes being consid-
ered here are the 17-qubit rotated surface code [24], the
13-qubit Bacon-Shor code [25–27], and two variants of
Shor’s code [18]. There are many small QEC codes such
as the [[5,1,3]] code [28, 29], Steane [[7, 1, 3]] code [30],
Bare [[7, 1, 3]] code [31], and the twisted surface code [32]
that can be implemented using 10-20 qubits, with pseu-
dothresholds that have been improved by the introduc-
tion of flag qubits [33–36]. Here we picked our set of
codes to be gauge fixes within the 2-D quantum compass
code model [37]. As a result these codes require only
bare ancilla for fault-tolerance and have high circuit-level
pseudothresholds.
While general quantum error correction literature con-
siders the depolarizing error model [38, 39], in reality er-
rors emerging in quantum systems are expected to be
more architecture dependent. Hence when studying the
performance of algorithms and error correcting schemes
in realistic systems we have to take into account the er-
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rors that are dominant in the given architecture. We
consider an ion trap quantum computer that defines the
qubit using hyperfine clock states of 171Yb+ [40]. In this
case T1 > 10
10s, so we can ignore its effects over the
course of an experiment. Although single-qubit gates in
similar systems have been shown to have fidelity beyond
the error-correction pseudothreshold of these small QEC
codes [41, 42], there are a couple of limiting factors for
two-qubit operation fidelities and qubit lifetimes in gen-
eral that are native to the ion trap system. The most
common sources of error to consider in a trapped-ion
system are T2 dephasing errors, motional mode heating
errors in the trap, and overrotation and crosstalk errors
induced by the application of gates via lasers [43].
Of these sources of noise, T2 and overrotation noise are
both shared among most qubit implementations, however
the actual model for crosstalk noise is very architecture
specific. As progress has been made towards increas-
ing qubit count and improving control, these unwanted
qubit-qubit interactions known as crosstalk errors have
become a significant error source in near-term quantum
devices [44]. In a trapped ion system, laser intensity
spillover onto the neighboring ions during gate appli-
cations can lead to unwanted XX-type crosstalk errors
between qubits involved in the desired gate and their
neighbors in the ion chain. In a system implementing a
small quantum error correcting code, such crosstalk er-
rors can break fault tolerance and directly give rise to
logical errors on the encoded information unless care-
fully dealt with. Therefore, in near-term quantum er-
ror correction experiments, steps must be taken to mit-
igate the damaging effects of crosstalk errors. Here we
show that using a dynamic programming algorithm we
can find optimal qubit to ion mappings for certain QEC
codes that suppress the most damaging effects of first or-
der crosstalk errors. Previous experimental work using
trapped ions has already demonstrated implementation
of classical error correction [7, 45], fault-tolerant quan-
tum error detection [11] and logical state encoding of
quantum error correcting codes [12, 46]. Several theo-
retical studies have examined possibilities of implement-
ing quantum error correcting codes in near-term experi-
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FIG. 1: Stabilizer diagrams for (left to right) Surface-17, Bacon-Shor-13, Shor-6X2Z, and Shor-6Z2X. The orange
connections/plaquettes represent Z-type stabilizers and the blue connections/plaquettes represent X-type
stabilizers. White circles represent data qubits and colored circles represent ancillary qubits which measure the
stabilizer they are attached to.
ments using trapped ions, including architectural studies
of connecting multiple traps via ion shuttling or optical
interconnects [47–52], while others have looked at logical
performances of small error correction codes in realistic
error models [15, 17, 27, 53–55].
In this paper we study the logical performance of a
transversal CNOT gate between two logical qubits that
are maintained in the same trap under realistic error
models featuring the mixing of overrotation, T2 dephas-
ing, and crosstalk. We present regions in which each code
would perform the best in a near term experiment, along
with the regions where the encoded qubit outperforms its
physical counterpart. Our hope is that by finding opti-
mal codes for these varied error models we will be able
to hasten the arrival of successful error correcting im-
plementations, which would be a major milestone in the
pursuit of fault-tolerant quantum computing.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section II we
briefly introduce the quantum error correcting codes that
we consider, in Section III we explain the error models
we use to simulate the noise being seen in the labratory
setting, in Section IV we present the methods we use
to mitigate the impact of ion trap crosstalk errors on
encoded circuits, and in Section V we show the numerical
simulation results of code performances for different error
parameters, along with logical error biases.
II. ERROR CORRECTION IN A LINEAR ION
TRAP
A. 9 qubit compass codes
The quantum compass model on a square lattice of
spins can be defined with the following Hamiltonian
H =
∑
i
∑
j 6=L−1
JXXi,jXi,j+1 +
∑
i 6=L−1
∑
j
JZZi,jZi+1,j ,
where ZZ type interactions occur on spins linked by a
vertical edge, and XX type interactions for those sharing
a horizontal edge [37]. Quantum error-correcting codes
can be defined using the method of gauge fixing: in-
serting sets of these two-qubit gauge operators into the
stabilizer group by fixing the eigenvalue of their prod-
ucts. These codes have a number of nice features: all of
their stabilizers can be measured fault-tolerantly using
bare ancillas, they can be modified to deal with spatially
asymmetric noise, and they are easily decoded. In this
paper we consider 4 different [[9, 1, 3]] quantum error-
correcting codes that can be defined using the compass
model defined by a 3 × 3 square lattice: the rotated 17-
qubit surface code (Surface-17) [24], the Bacon-Shor code
(Bacon-Shor-13) [25, 31], and two variations of Shor’s
code (Shor-6Z2X, Shor-6X2Z) [18]. To clarify the code
orientations we use, the stabilizers and logical operations
of these codes are listed in Table I. All of these codes can
be implemented on a linear ion chain using at most 17
qubits to protect one logical qubit of quantum informa-
tion.
B. Gate Implementations
In this work we start with Clifford circuits composed
of the gate set {X,H,CNOT} along with preparation
into the |0〉 state and measurement in the Z basis. It
should be noted that since we do not allow preparation
into |+〉, certain logical states require more single qubit
gates than others to be prepared, leading to worse er-
ror rates. Once we have these circuits, we decompose
them into ion-trap gates using the identities in Figure 2:
where RX(θ) = exp(−i θ2X), RY (θ) = exp(−i θ2Y ), and
XX(θ) = exp(−iθXX). s, v = ±1 and we choose the
sign to cancel as many single qubit gates as possible [56].
We think of our gates being applied through a Rabi fre-
quency which is evolved for a time such that θ = ΩRt.
One of the benefits of the ion-trap architecture is that the
two qubit Mølmer-Sørensen gates, XX(pi/4) [57, 58] can
be applied between distant qubits in the chain [59–63].
This allows us to not only avoid the SWAP gates that
other architectures rely on, but also gives us the freedom
to label our ions as we desire. We will use this freedom
3Bacon-Shor-13 Shor-6Z2X Shor-6X2Z Surface-17
Stabilizers
Z0Z3Z1Z4Z2Z5 X0X1X3X4X6X7 Z0Z3Z1Z4Z2Z5 Z1Z2Z4Z5
Z3Z6Z4Z7Z5Z8 X1X2X4X5X7X8 Z3Z6Z4Z7Z5Z8 Z0Z3
X0X1X3X4X6X7 Z0Z3 X0X1 Z3Z4Z6Z7
X1X2X4X5X7X8 Z1Z4 X1X2 Z5Z8
Z2Z5 X3X4 X0X1X3X4
Z3Z6 X4X5 X6X7
Z4Z7 X6X7 X4X5X7X8
Z5Z8 X7X8 X1X2
Logical Operators
Z0Z1Z2 Z0Z1Z2 Z0Z1Z2 Z0Z4Z8
X0X3X6 X0X3X6 X0X3X6 X2X4X6
TABLE I: Stabilizers and logical operators of Bacon-Shor-13, Shor-6Z2X, and Shor-6X2Z, and Surface-17.
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FIG. 2: Ion trap gate compilations of CNOT and H in
terms of one- and two-qubit Pauli rotations [56]. The
choices of s, v ∈ {±1} represent degrees of freedom that
only affect the global phase.
reduce the impact of crosstalk in Section IV. It is on these
ion trap circuits that we apply our noise models.
III. NOISE MODELS
The most general error model we consider is the depo-
larizing model, which applies random Pauli errors after
gates:
E1d = {
√
1− p1dI,
√
p1d/3X,
√
p1d/3Y,
√
p1d/3Z}
E2d = {
√
1− p2dI,
√
p2d/15IX, . . .
√
p2d/15ZZ}
Our model holds the single qubit error rate as one-tenth
of the two qubit error rate:
P1d =
1
10
P2d.
This model has been studied many times and we mention
it to provide a frame of reference when considering our
results in relation to other work in the field.
The three ion trap specific error types we consider are
T2 dephasing, overrotation, and crosstalk. The first of
these errors is an idling error, and the remaining two are
gate errors. For all models we only consider stochastic
channels due to limitations on memory within simula-
tions for a logical two-qubit gate.
A. T2 Dephasing
We only consider idling error in the form of T2 dephas-
ing due to the long T1 times in trapped ion systems. In
this paper we look at T2 times in the range of
0 ≤ 1
T2
≤ 2 s−1
for gate times of 10µs and 200µs for single and two qubit
gates respectively. We also will allow for parallel single
qubit gates, but only allow one two-qubit gate to be ac-
tive at a time. This restriction is pessimistic given re-
cent implementations of parallel gates [64]. During the
application of all one- and two-qubit gates we model a
single-qubit dephasing error on each of the idling qubits
(qubits that are not affected by the gate in operation)
with the Kraus channel
Eidle = {
√
1− piI,√piZ}, (1a)
where
pi =
1
2
(
1− exp
[
−1
2
Tidle
T2
])
, (1b)
and Tidle is the idling time of the particular qubit.
B. Overrotation
The next form of error we will consider are overrota-
tion errors. These errors occur on any gate applied in ion
traps, are one of our dominant sources of error [15], and
can stem from sources such as incorrect timing or miscal-
ibrated laser intensities that lead to fluctuations in Rabi
frequency. For single qubit gates, we can use composite
pulse sequences to suppress the error [65], but for two
qubit gates these sequences take prohibitive amounts of
time. In certain cases these multi-qubit gate errors can
be dealt with effectively as we will discuss in the next sec-
tion, but in general we will have to rely on error correc-
tion to fix these errors. In the overrotation error model,
4the gate error following some Pauli rotation gate G has
the form,
εG(ρ) = κ · εcG(ρ) + (1− κ) · εsG(ρ) (2)
where εcG and ε
s
G are coherent and stochastic overrota-
tion channels with equal fidelity given by,
εcG(ρ) = exp(−iG)ρ exp(iG)
εsG(ρ) = cos
2()IρI + sin2()GρG.
(3)
In this paper we focus on stochastic overrotation chan-
nels where κ = 0. This is less damaging in general than
the coherent case, but these errors must be mitigated
through error correction instead of creative compiling.
The challenge of correcting coherent overrotation er-
rors in ion traps is interesting because the errors are in
fact invertible. If one is able to apply the correct chan-
nel to the data, the error can have its damage undone.
This is in contrast with stochastic error channels which
cannot be inverted and as a result require projective mea-
surement and correction in order to be dealt with. The
technique of stabilizer slicing handles coherent overro-
tations by taking advantage of the underlying stabilizer
state nature of our logical codestates in order to direct
overrotations against each other [66]. In this way we can
eliminate the impact of the errors stemming from stabi-
lizer measurement before they can even be seen. Due to
their symmetries being easily broken down into weight-2
operators the Shor codes are best suited for implement-
ing stabilizer slicing using present day physical gates.
The Bacon-Shor code can also implement slicing, but at
slightly lower effectiveness over multiple rounds as the
gauge wanders in time. Ref. [66] shows that with in-
creasing coherence in the error stabilizer slicing yields an
improvement in single logical qubit error correction cir-
cuits for Bacon-Shor-13 and constant performance with
coherence for Surface-17.
C. Crosstalk
Finally, crosstalk is an issue that leads to pairwise cor-
related errors when applying our native entangling gate,
the Mølmer-Sørensen gate. When an entangling gate is
applied, a global beam is applied to the chain, and in-
dividually addressed beams are applied to the involved
qubits. These addressed beams can have some degree
of overlap with the neighboring qubits. For single qubit
gates, this can easily be handled by narrowband or pass-
band composite pulses [44]. For two-qubit gates, this
leads to a possibility for small Mølmer-Sørensen type er-
rors between the involved qubits and any of these near-
est neighbors. We model this effect through applying a
Kraus channel to all qubit pairs {qi, qn} where qi is a
qubit involved in the desired Mølmer-Sørensen gate, and
qn is a qubit that neighbors either of the involved qubits
FIG. 3: The first order crosstalk errors, shown in red,
which occur during a Mølmer-Sørensen gate on the
qubits shaded in blue.
in the physical ion chain. These pairs are shown in Fig-
ure 3. For each of these pairs the following Kraus channel
is applied:
Ecrosstalk = {
√
1− pcII,√pcXX}, (4a)
where
pc = sin
2(
Ωc
ΩR
× pi
4
). (4b)
Ωc/ΩR is the two-qubit gate crosstalk Rabi ratio, which
gives the ratio of the Rabi frequency experienced by these
crosstalk pairs and the Rabi frequency of the intended
gate. Under this model, a single Mølmer-Sørensen gate
can lead to 8 possible first order Mølmer-Sørensen type
crosstalk errors when the qubits are well separated. If
the intended gate is being applied on two qubits with
only a single qubit separating them, the effect increases
dramatically and crosstalk errors featuring this central
qubit occur at four times their usual rate. These large
scale correlated errors can cause issues with fault toler-
ance, and chain orderings which do not account for them
may have possible first order crosstalk events that lead
to a logical error, as shown in Figure 4. We explain
methods for avoiding these damaging crosstalk events in
the following section. In this paper we consider stochas-
tic crosstalk, however in the case of coherent crosstalk
one can use Pauli conjugation to control the impact of
these errors [67], along with dynamical decoupling meth-
ods [68].
0 6 3 11 9 1 4 8
FIG. 4: In this figure we show a possible chain to
encode Bacon-Shor-13, where the data qubits are blue
and the ancillae are red. When the Mølmer-Sørensen
gate (denoted in black) is applied between qubits 0 and
9 as part of the Z0Z3Z1Z4Z2Z5 stabilizer, there is a
first order crosstalk event which causes an XX type
error (in red) between qubits 0 and 1. This error will
cause a logical error as Bacon-Shor-13 cannot
differentiate between it and the weight-1 X-type error
on qubit 2, and when this correction is implemented we
would have applied a full X-type logical error.
5IV. FAULT-TOLERANCE TO CROSSTALK IN
ION CHAINS
In practice when we apply a two-qubit operation be-
tween the information stored in the ith and jth ion on
an ion chain, the four neighboring ions i− 1, i+ 1, j − 1
and j+1 may be affected by the laser beam, which would
introduce undesired crosstalk. In our stochastic model, a
full XX error can happen between the qubits stored on
the following pairs of ions (i − 1, i), (i + 1, i),(j − 1, i),
(j+1, i), (i−1, j), (i+1, j), (j−1, j), (j+1, j), which we
will refer to as the crosstalk pairs. The XX error hap-
pens on each pair with probability pc defined in Eq. 4b
and pairs for which crosstalk can induce a logical error
will be referred to as bad crosstalk pairs.
In order to be robust against these crosstalk errors
when implementing a small quantum error-correcting
code on an ion trap quantum computer, we try to find
an optimal mapping of qubits on the linear ion chain
such that a single XX error event on any of the possible
crosstalk pairs does not directly lead to a failure on the
encoded logical state. Our problem can be formulated
using the graph theory language: we construct a graph
G = (V,E), where the vertex set V is the set of qubits,
and the edge set E consists of pairs of qubits such that
mapping these two qubits as neighbors will not lead to
any bad crosstalk pairs. One can find an ion chain with-
out any bad crosstalk pairs by first finding a path
qi1 → qi2 → · · · qij → · · · → qi|V |
in the graph that covers each vertex (qubit) exactly once,
then mapping the qubit qij to the jth ion of the chain.
The problem of traversing a graph and crossing each ver-
tex once is known as the Hamiltonian Path problem [69].
Although Hamiltonian Path is NP-complete, we can use
techniques such as dynamic programming to accelerate
brute-force searching [70]. See Appendix A for further
details.
A. Best Chains for Different Codes
Since the structure of stabilizer measurements is code-
specific, the constraints that the proper ion chain needs
to satisfy are also different. Consequently each chain ends
up being different. Also note that all the chains presented
in this section are also designed to minimize execution
time for the corresponding circuit as a secondary con-
straint. Data qubits are depicted in black and ancillary
qubits are in red.
• Surface-17
0 2 1 9 10 11 12 3 4 5 13 14 15 16 7 6 8
• Bacon-Shor-13
0 6 3 11 9 1 4 7 10 12 5 2 8
• Shor-6X2Z
0 2 1 11 12 9 13 3 4 5 14 10 15 6 7 8 16
• Shor-6Z2X
3 11 0 6 12 1 7 13 9 10 14 4 15 2 8 16 5
For Bacon-Shor-13 and the Shor codes unfortunately
there do not exist any ion chain arrangement that could
avoid all logical crosstalk errors, so the above chains are
the ones which minimizes the impact of crosstalk errors
to the system.
These codes do not have valid distance-preserving
chains because they feature large weight-6 stabilizers.
This means the two qubits neighboring the ancilla for
these stabilizers must be acceptable crosstalk pairs with
a large number of other qubits, and within the solution
space provided by these small codes, there simply is not
enough freedom to find a valid ordering. An altenative
approach is to add additional spacer ions that could also
be used for sympathetic cooling [71–74]
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
|0〉⊗n / Enc. |+〉 QEC • QEC
XX/ZZ
|0〉⊗n / Enc. |0〉 QEC QEC
FIG. 5: The circuit that we simulate for each code.
From the XX(ZZ) measurements we can gauge the
code’s performance in generating our desired state of
Φ+L =
1
2 (|00〉L + |11〉L).
In order to assess the performance of a code against a
given error model, we use a stabilizer method with im-
portance sampled error [31] to simulate a circuit featur-
ing both an X and Z basis state preparation, along with
the ex-Rec of a transversal CNOT, as shown in Figure 5.
By measuring the XX and ZZ parities of the output
state, we can assess the performance of the code in a
way which is experimentally implementable while also
including only fault tolerant circuits. Logical Y cannot
be measured fault tolerantly since we are unable to do
a round of classical correction after measuring the data
qubits in the Y basis. Due to them being CSS codes,
we can measure each Shor’s code variant in both X and
Z despite the lack of a fault-tolerant H gate. We use
these measurements to define a circuit level error version
of pseudothreshold where the logical performance on this
circuit is compared to the error rate for the unencoded
CNOT:
pphys = p2q + 4 · p1q + 8 · pcrosstalk + 2 · pidle (5)
6where
pidle =
1
2
(
1− exp
[
− t2q + 3t1q
2T2
])
pcrosstalk = sin
2
(
Ωc
ΩR
× pi
4
) (6)
and p2q = 10 p1q, T2, and Ωc/ΩR are the three error pa-
rameters we will be studying. We include a factor of two
on pidle because there are at least two qubits experienc-
ing the idling, and the factor of eight on the crosstalk
probability comes from the idea that there are eight pos-
sible first order crosstalk pairs, as shown in Figure 3.
Due to this non-standard definition of pseudothreshold,
certain pseudothresholds will seem very low because the
comparison we are making includes the impact of prepa-
ration circuits and transversal gates.
A. Depolarizing Error Model
Unencoded	CNOT
Bacon-Shor-13
Surface-17
Shor-6X2Z
Shor-6Z2X
Lo
gi
ca
l	E
rr
or
	R
at
e
10−4
10−2
	Physical	Error	Rate
10−4 10−3
FIG. 6: In this plot we compare the physical two qubit
error rate to the error rate on the circuit in Figure 5
under the standard depolarizing model described in
Section III.
In Figure 6 we consider the depolarizing error model
defined in the beginning of Section III. Surface-17 out-
performs all other codes due to its ability to correct
both types of error. Bacon-Shor-13 does not have the
same ability to correct two qubit errors, and both Shor’s
code variants share this weakness in one direction. These
codes are more effective than Bacon-Shor-13 at correct-
ing one side of error, however their projective preparation
requirement for one of the logical bases cancels out this
benefit. Shor-6Z2X outperforms its counterpart because
the 6X2Z form of the circuit uses 64 additional single
qubit gates, leading to extra error locations.
B. Ion Trap Error Models
We now consider the remaining error models men-
tioned in Section III. In Figure 7 we present a series
of phase diagrams indicating the transition between re-
gions in which different codes are optimal choices. For
the Mølmer-Sørensen vs. idling plots (a),(d) there are no
crosstalk errors, and in the Mølmer-Sørensen vs. Rabi
ratio plots (b),(e) we have set T2 = ∞. However
in the idling vs. Rabi ratio plots (c),(f) we have set
p2q = 10 p1q = 0.0001 since we believe it is unrealistic
for there to be no error on the qubits involved in a gate.
1. Code Performance
In Figure 7 we present plots for a variety of error mod-
els showing optimal codes and circuit-level pseudothresh-
holds. There are a few key features that distinguish the
codes.
First, Surface-17 performs very poorly under gate over-
rotation errors, and only begins to outperform Bacon-
Shor-13 and the two Shor’s code variants when the other
two error models are strong relative to overrotation. The
surface code’s advantage on the other two error models
is more pronounced in the case of crosstalk. This is due
to the surface code allowing for a fault-tolerant chain or-
dering. For the T2 times we consider it is only relevant
when overrotation errors are practically nonexistent. As
would be expected from this trend, the plot in which it
performs best is the idling versus crosstalk plot, in which
overrotation error is minimal.
Second, crosstalk seems to be the only situation in
which Bacon-Shor-13 does not excel in our comparison.
Some of this is from the fact that Bacon-Shor-13 has
a fault-tolerant preparation circuit for both bases, while
both the Shor’s code variants need projective preparation
for one basis and Surface-17 needs it for both. Bacon-
Shor-13 is also good at handling overrotations as they
become more coherent, so for our ion-trap error mod-
els we believe it to be the best choice as long as we can
control crosstalk via other means.
Finally, Figure 7b the data shows that Shor-6X2Z is
better at dealing with crosstalk than Shor-6Z2X. This
seems unintuitive as Shor-6Z2X is optimized for catch-
ing the X-type errors that crosstalk is slightly biased to-
wards, however due to its stabilizer structure, Shor-6X2Z
is able to completely ignore a number of weight-2 X er-
rors on data qubits due to them being in its stabilizer
group. This effect leads to Shor-6X2Z being better at
correcting pairwise correlated X-type errors even though
Shor-6Z2X is preferable for single data qubit errors.
Other than best performing codes, these plots also in-
clude pseudothresholds. Due to our particular metric
based on Figure 5, they look different than would be ex-
pected based on other work in this area. This discrepancy
is especially noticeable in the case of T2 dephasing, where
it can be seen that as other error sources approach zero,
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FIG. 7: Figures showing best performing codes and pseudothresholds for different error models and sets of codes. In
(a,b,c) we are comparing codes in the set {Surface-17, Bacon-Shor-13, Shor-6X2Z, Shor-6Z2X}. In (d,e,f) we restrict
our set to only consider codes with a transversal Hadamard gate, {Surface-17, Bacon-Shor-13}. In (a,d) we look at
the intersection of overrotation error (parameterized by the two qubit gate error) and T2 dephasing, in (b,e) we look
at overrotation and crosstalk, and in (c,f) we look at T2 dephasing and crosstalk with a background overrotation
characterized by a Mølmer-Sørensen error rate of 10−4. The colored regions indicate which code is optimal at those
error parameters, with darker shading implying the code is outperforming a physical CNOT. The colored curves are
the pseudothreshold curves for which the logical error rate is equal to the physical error rate in Eq. 5 and the black
curves are borders between regions in which different codes are preferred.
the pseudothreshold decreases significantly. Most defi-
nitions of pseudothreshold with respect to T2 dephasing
compare the dephasing timescale of the physical qubit to
that of the encoded qubit, whereas our definition com-
pares the two in a situation where the encoded circuit
is expected to operate for significantly longer in order to
implement the same logical operation cleanly. This de-
presses the crossover point to be below error rates for
which the error corrected qubit lasts longer than the
physical one.
2. Selected Logical Error Biases
Due to the format of our data, we are able to separately
consider the rates at which the XX and ZZ parity is
violated, allowing us to consider the bias of error at the
logical level due to these asymmetrically structured error
models. In this section we will highlight Bacon-Shor-13
and Surface-17, the logical bias plots for both sides of
Shor’s code can be found in Appendix B. The value we
show in this plot is
BiasZZ =
〈1− ZL1ZL2〉
〈1−XL1XL2〉+ 〈1− ZL1ZL2〉 (7)
where 〈1 − ZL1ZL2〉 and 〈1 −XL1XL2〉 are the rates at
which the ZZ and XX parities are violated.
From the plots in Figure 8 we can see that the most
strongly biased error is T2 dephasing. While both de-
phasing and crosstalk errors always appear as a specific
type, crosstalk errors during Z-type stabilizers are of-
ten found sandwiched by single qubit gates which con-
vert them to Z-type errors. This factor, along with our
crosstalk mitigation techniques preventing dangerous X-
type logical error pairs from being adjacent in our chains,
leads to crosstalk being only slightly biased towards vio-
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FIG. 8: Plots of BiasZZ , which is defined in Equation 7 We present data for Bacon-Shor-13 (top row) and
Surface-17 (bottom row) over a series of different error models. In the rightmost plots there is also a background
overrotation error rate of p2 = 10 p1 = 0.0001.
lating ZZ in the cases of Shor-6Z2X and Surface-17. For
Bacon-Shor-13 there was not enough freedom for us to
implement any of our crosstalk techniques, so the native
X-type bias is quite strong. In Shor-6X2Z, the larger
number of X stabilizers means that there is an asymme-
try in the number of error locations in which a crosstalk
error would be conjugated into a Z-type error, leading to
a significant X-type bias as well. From these results we
can see that the way in which we try to prevent crosstalk
through chain ordering has a strong impact on the bias at
the logical level. It is possible that by intelligently picking
this bias to interface with the underlying error models,
we would be able to create an effective error model at the
logical level with significant structure.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have shown that there are a wide va-
riety of optimal codes when considering different error
sources, indicating the importance of being able to ac-
curately benchmark a system and find the error models
and parameters which describe it. In the depolarizing er-
ror model Surface-17 clearly outperforms all other codes,
however when considering physically realistic error mod-
els Bacon-Shor-13 and Shor’s code variants perform bet-
ter. Due to the all to all connectivity present in ion trap
systems, the surface code is not benefited significantly
from its locality. Interestingly, even when considering su-
perconducting systems that have nearest neighbor inter-
actions, other codes continue to outperform the surface
code when considering experimental constraints [75].
We also provide evidence for how damaging crosstalk
errors really are, further justifying the efforts in looking
for methods outside of QECCs for solving it. Implement-
ing a physical or pulse level solution to mitigate the ef-
fects of crosstalk will be vital in allowing us to consider
a wider variety of codes on our systems. If crosstalk can
be lessened or reduced coherently, Bacon-Shor-13 seems
to be well suited to solving the other errors present in ion
trap systems. We also see that by making choices about
how our chains are ordered, we can affect the logical er-
ror biases, which could be used to make a more optimized
asymmetric code in the future.
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FIG. 9: Plots of BiasZZ , which is defined in Equation 7 We present data for Shor-6X2Z (top row) and Shor-6Z2X
(bottom row) over a series of different error models. In the rightmost plots there is also a background overrotation
error rate of p2 = 10 p1 = 0.0001.
Appendix A: Dynamic Programming
A standard approach for finding the Hamiltonian path of a graph G = (V,E) is dynamic programming [70]. In this
method, one determines whether there exists, for each subset S ⊂ V of vertices and each vertex v ∈ S, a Hamiltonian
path that covers S and ends at v. For each (S, v), a path exists if and only if a path exists for (S − {v}, w) for
some w ∈ S − {v} such that (v, w) ∈ E. Note that one can look up already-computed answers to avoid redundant
computation. Since there are only O(n2n) number of choices of (S, v), and enumerating w ∈ S − {v} takes O(|V |)
time, the total time complexity is O(|V |22|V |).
For our problem, it is possible that an ion chain without bad crosstalk does not exist. In this case the problem
becomes finding the path that touches each vertex once and requires the fewest additional edges added to the graph.
To use dynamic programming, one can ask the following question instead: for each subset S ⊂ V of vertices, v ∈ S,
and non-negative integer n, does there exist a path that covers S while touching each vertex once, ends at v, and only
requires n extra edges added to the graph. For each tuple (S, v, n), a solution exists if and only if one of the following
two cases happens:
1. Solutions exist for (S − {v}, w, n− 1) for some w ∈ S − {v}, however (v, w) /∈ E. As a result an edge must be
added which introduces a bad crosstalk pair.
2. Solutions exist for (S − {v}, w, n) for some w ∈ S − {v} such that (v, w) ∈ E, then the edge that is added does
not introduce any bad crosstalk pairs.
n has a trivial upper bound |V | since we can definitely use |V | paths to cover the vertex set. Therefore the time
complexity is O(|V |32|V |).
Appendix B: Shor’s Codes Logical Bias Plots
In Figure 9 we see the same data as shown in Figure 8 but for Shor-6X2Z and Shor-6Z2X. The only major difference
between these two codes is that Shor-6X2Z has crosstalk that preserves its bias towards X, while Shor-6Z2X is more
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neutral. They both also have a slightly more Z-biased error rate in the overrotation vs. crosstalk plots. As mentioned
in the main text, the discrepancy in bias for crosstalk can be explained by the amount of time in the circuit during
which a crosstalk error would end up being conjugated into a Z-type error, along with the lower number of X-type
logical operators present for Shor-6Z2X.
